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a b s t r a c t 

In this paper, we propose a new framework of cooperative persuasive dialogue, where a dialogue sys- 

tem simultaneously attempts to achieve user satisfaction while persuading the user to take some action 

that achieves a pre-defined system goal. Within this framework, we describe a method for reinforcement 

learning of cooperative persuasive dialogue policies by defining a reward function that reflects both the 

system and user goal, and using framing, the use of emotionally charged statements common in persua- 

sive dialogue between humans. In order to construct the various components necessary for reinforcement 

learning, we first describe a corpus of persuasive dialogues between human interlocutors, then propose 

a method to construct user simulators and reward functions specifically tailored to persuasive dialogue 

based on this corpus. Then, we implement a fully automatic text-based dialogue system for evaluating 

the learned policies. Using the implemented dialogue system, we evaluate the learned policy and the 

effect of framing through experiments both with a user simulator and with real users. The experimen- 

tal evaluation indicates that the proposed method is effective for construction of cooperative persuasive 

dialogue systems. 

© 2016 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved. 
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. Introduction 

With the basic technology supporting dialogue systems ma-

uring, there has been more interest in recent years about dia-

ogue systems that move beyond the traditional task-based or chat-

er bot frameworks. In particular there has been increasing inter-

st in dialogue systems that engage in persuasion or negotiation

 Georgila, 2013; Georgila and Traum, 2011; Guerini et al., 2003 ;

eeman, 2009 ; Mazzotta and de Rosis, 2006; Mazzotta et al., 2007;

guyen et al., 2007; Paruchuri et al., 2009 ). In this paper, we pro-

ose a method for learning cooperative persuasive dialogue sys-

ems, in which we place a focus not just on the success of persua-

ion (the system goal) but also user satisfaction (the user goal). This

ariety of dialogue system has the potential to be useful in situa-

ions where the user and system have different, but not mutually

xclusive goals. An example of this is a sales situation where the

ser wants to find a product that matches their taste, and the sys-

em wants to successfully sell a product, ideally one with a higher

rofit margin. 

Creating a system that both has persuasive power and is able

o ensure that the user is satisfied is not an easy task. In order
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167-6393/© 2016 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved. 
o tackle this problem with the help of recent advances in sta-

istical dialogue modeling, we build our system upon the frame-

ork of reinforcement learning and specifically partially observable

arkov decision processes (POMDP) ( Levin et al., 20 0 0; Williams

nd Young, 20 07; 20 07 ), which we describe in detail in Section 2 .

n the POMDP framework, it is mainly necessary to define a re-

ard representing the degree of success of the dialogue, the set of

ctions that the system can use, and a belief state to keep track of

he system beliefs about its current environment. Once these are

efined, reinforcement learning enables the system to learn a pol-

cy maximizing the reward. 

In this paper, in order to enable the learning of policies for co-

perative persuasive dialogue systems, we tailor each of these ele-

ents to the task at hand ( Section 4 ): 

Reward: We present a method for defining the reward as a

combination of the user goal (user satisfaction), the system

goal (persuasive success), and naturalness of the dialogue.

This is in contrast to research in reinforcement learning

for slot-filling dialogue, where the system aims to achieve

only the user goal ( Levin et al., 20 0 0; Williams and Young,

20 07; 20 07 ), or for persuasion and negotiation dialogues,

where the system receives a reward corresponding to only

the system goal ( Georgila, 2013; Georgila and Traum, 2011 ;

Heeman, 2009 ; Paruchuri et al., 2009 ). We use a human-to-

human persuasive dialogue corpus (Section 3, Hiraoka et al.,

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.specom.2016.09.002
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1 Note that, in this paper we use “belief state” to refer to both 1) known infor- 

mation about a part of the dialogue state (e.g., the most recent system action), and 

2) a distribution over all possible hypotheses regarding a part of the dialogue state 

(e.g., the most recent users’ dialogue act). We explain about how we define this 

belief state in our domain in Section 4.2.3 . 
2014a ) to train predictive models for achievement of a

human persuadee’s and a human persuader’s goals, and

introduce these models to reward calculation to enable the

system to learn a policy reflecting knowledge of human

persuasion. 

System Action: We introduce framing ( Irwin et al., 2013 ), which

is known to be important for persuasion, as a system action

(i.e., system dialogue act). Framing uses emotionally charged

words (positive or negative) to explain particular alterna-

tives. In the context of research that applies reinforcement

learning to persuasive (or negotiation) dialogue, this is the

first work that considers framing in this way. In this paper

the system controls the polarity (positive or negative) and

the target alternative of framing (see Table 3 for an example

of framing). 

Belief State: As the belief state, we use the dialogue fea-

tures used in calculating the reward function. For example,

whether the persuadee has been informed that a particular

option matches their preference was shown in human dia-

logue to be correlated with persuasive success, which is one

of the reward factors. Some of the dialogue features reward

calculation can not be observed directly by the system, and

thus we incorporate them into the belief state. 

Based on this framework, we construct the first fully automated

text-based cooperative persuasive dialogue system ( Section 5 ). To

construct the system, in addition to the policy module, natural lan-

guage understanding (NLU), and natural language generation (NLG)

are required. We construct an NLU module using the human per-

suasive dialogue corpus and a statistical classifier. In addition, we

construct an NLG module based on example-based dialogue, using

a dialogue database created from the human persuasive dialogue

corpus. 

Using this system, we evaluate the learned policy and the util-

ity of framing ( Section 6 ). To our knowledge, in context of the re-

search for persuasive and negotiation dialogue, it is first time that

a learnt policy is evaluated with fully automated dialogue system.

The evaluation is done both using a user simulator and real users. 

This paper comprehensively integrates our work in

Hiraoka et al. (2014b ) and Hiraoka et al. (2015) , with a more

complete explanation and additional experiments. Specifically

regarding the additional experimental results, in this paper we ad-

ditionally perform 1) experimental evaluation using a reward func-

tion which exactly matches the learning phase ( Section 6.1.1, 6.2 ),

and 2 ) an evaluation of the effect of NLU error rate ( Section 6.1.2 ).

2. Reinforcement learning 

In reinforcement learning, policies are updated based on explo-

ration in order to maximize a reward. In this section, we briefly

describe reinforcement learning in the context of dialogue. In dia-

logue, the policy is a mapping function from a dialogue state to

a particular system action. In reinforcement learning, the policy

is learned to maximize the reward function, which in traditional

task-based dialogue system is user satisfaction or task completion

( Walker et al., 1997 ). Reinforcement learning is often applied to

models based on the frameworks of Markov decision processes

(MDP) or partially observable Markov decision processes (POMDP).

In this paper, we follow a POMDP-based approach. A POMDP is

defined as a tuple 〈 S , A , P , R , O , Z , γ , b 0 〉 where S is the set of

states (representing different contexts) which the system may be

in (the system’s world), A is the set of actions of the system, P : S

× A → P ( S , A ) is the set of transition probabilities between states

after taking an action, R : S × A → � is the reward function, O is

a set of observations that the system can receive about the world,

Z is a set of observation probabilities Z : S × A → Z ( S , A ), and γ
 discount factor weighting longterm rewards. At any given time

tep i the world is in some unobserved state s i ∈ S . Because s i is

ot known exactly, we keep a hypothesis over states called a belief

tate b . 1 When the system performs an action αi ∈ A based on b ,

ollowing a policy π : b → A , it receives a reward r i ( s i , αi ) ∈ � and

ransitions to state s i +1 according to P (s i +1 | s i , αi ) ∈ P . The system

hen receives an observation o i +1 according to P (o i +1 | s i +1 , αi ) . The

uality of the policy π followed by the agent is measured by the

xpected future reward, also called the Q-function, Q 

π : b × A →
 . 

In this framework, we use Neural fitted Q Iteration

 Riedmiller, 2005 ) for learning the system policy. Neural fit-

ed Q Iteration is an offline value-based method, and optimizes

he parameters to approximate the Q-function. Neural fitted Q

teration repeatedly performs 1) sampling training experience

sing a POMDP through interaction and 2) training a Q-function

pproximator using training experience. Neural fitted Q Iteration

ses a multi-layered perceptron as the Q-function approximator.

hus, even if the Q-function is complex, Neural fitted Q Iteration

an approximate the Q-function better than using a linear ap-

roximation function. In a preliminary experiment, we confirmed

hat this is true in our domain as well. Once the Q-function is

earned, the system creates the policy based on the Q-function.

n our research, we use the ε-greedy policy. Namely, the system

andomly selects an action with a probability of ε, otherwise se-

ects the action which maximizes the Q-function given the current

tate. 

As Porta et al. noted, (discrete-state) POMDPs can be seen as

DPs with continuous state space that has one dimension per

tate, which represents the probability of each state in original

OMDP ( Porta et al., 2006 ). More concretely, assuming the state

pace of POMDPs is the discrete set S = { s 1 , . . . ., s n , . . . ., s N } , the
tate s 

′ 
i 
in corresponding MDPs at time step i can be represented

s follows: 

 

′ 
i = (b i (s 1 ) , . . . , b i (s n ) . . . ., b i (s N )) , 

here b i represents belief state at turn i . In our paper, we follow

hat discrete-state POMDPs, and treat it as MDPs with continuous

tate space. So neural fitted Q iteration should be an appropriate

ethod to solve this problem. 

. Cooperative persuasive dialogue corpus 

In this section, we give a brief overview of cooperative persua-

ive dialogue, and a human dialogue corpus that we use to con-

truct the dialogue models and dialogue system described in later

ections. Based on the persuasive dialogue corpus ( Section 3.1 ),

e define and quantify the actions of the cooperative persuader

 Section 3.2 ). In addition, we annotate persuasive dialogue acts of

he persuader from the point of view of framing ( Section 3.3 ). 

.1. Outline of persuasive dialogue corpus 

The cooperative persuasive dialogue corpus ( Hiraoka et al.,

014a ) consists of dialogues between a salesperson (persuader)

nd customer (persuadee) as a typical example of persuasive di-

logue. The salesperson attempts to convince the customer to pur-

hase a particular product (decision) from a number of alternatives

decision candidates). We define this type of dialogue as “sales dia-

ogue.” More concretely, the corpus assumes a situation where the
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Table 1 

The beginning of a dialogue from the corpus (translated from Japanese) 

Speaker Transcription GPF Tag 

Cust Well, I am looking for a camera, PropQ 

do you have camera B? 

( ��� , ����	
����� .) 

(B ��������� ?) 

Sales Yes, we have camera B. Answer 

( � , B ���������) 

Sales Did you already take a look at it somewhere? PropQ 

( � , � ��� ��� � ������ ?) 

Cust Yes. On the Internet. Answer 

( ��,  ��! .) 

Sales It is very nice. Don’t you think? PropQ 

 �����! ?) 

Cust Yes, that’s right, yes. Inform 

( "� ,  ��! , "� ) 
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Table 2 

Sytem and user GPF tags 

Inform Answer Question PropQ SetQ Commisive Directive 
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ustomer is in an appliance store looking for a camera, and the

ustomer must decide which camera to purchase from 5 alterna-

ives. The customer can close the dialogue whenever they want,

nd choose to buy a camera, not buy a camera, or reserve their

ecision for a later date. 

Prior to recording, the salesperson is given the description of

he 5 cameras and instructed to try to convince the customer to

urchase a specific camera (the persuasive target). In this corpus,

he persuasive target is camera A, and this persuasive target is in-

ariant over all subjects. The customer is also instructed to select

ne preferred camera from the catalog of the cameras 2 , and choose

ne aspect of the camera that is particularly important in making

heir decision (the determinant). During recording, the customer

nd the salesperson converse and refer to the information in the

amera catalog as support for their utterances. 

The corpus includes a role-playing dialogue with participants

onsisting of 3 salespeople from 30 to 40 years of age and 19 cus-

omers from 20 to 40 years of age. All salespeople have experience

orking in an appliance store. The total number of dialogues is 34,

nd the total time is about 340 minutes. Table 1 show an example

ranscript of the beginning of one dialogue. A further example is

hown in Tables 14 and 15 in the appendix. 

.2. Annotation of persuader and persuadee goals 

We define the cooperative persuader as a persuader who

chieves both the persuader and persuadee goals, and cooperative

ersuasive dialogue as a dialogue where both the persuader and

ersuadee goals have been achieved. To measure the salesperson’s

uccess as a cooperative persuader, we annotate each dialogue

ith scores corresponding to the achievement of the two partic-

pants’ goals. As the persuader’s goal, we use persuasive success

easured by whether the persuadee’s final decision (purchased

amera) is the persuasive target or not. As the persuadee’s goal,

e use the persuadee’s subjective satisfaction as measured by re-

ults of a questionnaire filled out by the persuadee at the end of

he dialogue: “Evaluate how satisfied you were with the clerk ( �

#� �$� ��
� � %5 �� ��
 � �& � )” (1: Not satisfied

: Neutral 5: Satisfied). 

.3. Annotated dialogue acts 

Each utterance is annotated with two varieties of tags, the first

overing dialogue acts in general, and the rest covering framing. 

As a tag set to represent traditional dialogue acts, we use gen-

ral purpose functions (GPF) defined by the ISO international stan-
2 The salesperson is not told this information about customer preferences. 

 

ard for dialogue act annotation ( ISO24617-2, 2010 ). All annotated

PF tags are defined to be one of the tags in this set ( Table 2 ). 

More relevant to this work is the framing annotation. Framing

s the use of emotionally charged words to explain particular al-

ernatives, and is known as an effective way of increasing per-

uasive power. The corpus contains tags of all instances of nega-

ive/positive framing ( Irwin et al., 2013; Mazzotta and de Rosis,

006 ), with negative framing using negative words and positive

raming using positive words. 

The framing tags are defined as a tuple 〈 a , p , r 〉 where a rep-

esents the target alternative, p takes value neg if the framing is

egative, and pos if the framing is positive, and r is a binary vari-

ble indicating whether or not the framing contains a reference to

he determinant that the persuadee indicated was most important

for example, the performance or price of a camera). The user’s

referred determinant is annotated based on the results of the pre-

ialogue questionnaire. 

Table 3 shows examples of framing. The example shows positive

raming ( p = pos ) about the performance of Camera A ( a = a ). In this

xample, the customer answered that his preference is the price

f camera, and this utterance does not contain any description of

rice. Thus, r = no is annotated. An example of negative framing

bout Camera B is also shown below. 

The annotation is performed by three human workers: 

1 The first worker segments speaker utterances so that one utter-

ance unit is tagged by only one GPF. After that the first worker

annotates framing tags for each utterance. 

2 The remaining two workers annotate framing and GPF tags

without looking at the annotation of each other, and modify

segmentation if there are utterances tagged by multiple tags. 

For this paper, we re-performed annotation of the framing tags

nd evaluate inter-annotator agreement, which is slightly improved

rom Hiraoka et al. (2014a ). Two annotators are given the descrip-

ion and examples of tags (e.g. what a positive word is), and prac-

ice with these manuscripts prior to annotation. In corpus anno-

ation, at first, each annotator independently chooses the framing

entences. Then, framing tags are independently assigned to all ut-

erances chosen by the two annotators. The inter-annotator agree-

ent of target alternative ( a ) is 91% (kappa = 0.813) , framing po-

arity ( p ) is 96.9% (kappa = 0.903), reference to alternative ( r ) is 82%

kappa = 0.623) 

. Cooperative persuasive dialogue modeling 

In this section, we describe a statistical dialogue model for co-

perative persuasive dialogue. The proposed cooperative persuasive

ialogue model consists of a user-side dialogue model ( Section 4.1 )

nd a system-side model ( Section 4.2 ). 

.1. User simulator 

The dialogue model for the user (customer in Section 3 ) is used

o simulate the system’s conversational partner in applying rein-

orcement learning. The user simulator estimates two aspects of

he conversation: 

1. The user’s general dialogue act. 

2. Whether the preferred determinant has been conveyed to the
user (conveyed preferred determinant; CPD). 
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Table 3 

An example of positive framing 〈 a i = A , p i = pos , r i = no 〉 (above), and negative framing 〈 a i = B , p i = 

neg , r i = no 〉 (below). In these examples, the customer has indicated price as the preferred deter- 

minant. 

(Camera A is) able to achieve performance of comparable single-lens cameras 

and can fit in your pocket, this is a point. 

(( ���A " ) '()*# � +� ,& �� � -. � � �����$�+����/�� ,) 

( ��.'01*2������) 

But, considering the long term usage, you might care about picture quality. 

You might change your mind if you only buy a small camera (Camera B). 

( � � �, �3���%����+�4��. �� �#2��5+�� .) 

( �6�, �&2��� (Camera B) $� ��� , � .�.	
52��5+� ���� .) 

Fig. 1. Dynamic Bayesian network of the user simulator. Each node represents a 

variable, and each edge represents a probabilistic dependency. The system cannot 

observe the shaded variables. 
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6 Note that the system goal is persuading the user to purchase camera A. Our 

preliminary analysis indicates that informing the user about alternatives (i.e, cam- 

era B) other than camera A that match the user’s preference increases the system’s 

persuasive power ( Hiraoka et al., 2014a ). 
The users’ general dialogue act is represented using GPF. For

example, in Table 1 , PropQ , Answer , and Inform appear as the

user’s dialogue act. In our research, the user simulator chooses one

GPF described in Table 2 or None representing no response at each

turn. CPD represents that the user has been convinced that the

determinant in the persuader’s framing satisfies the user’s prefer-

ence. For example, in Table 3 , the “performance” is contained in

the salesperson’s positive framing for camera A. If the persuadee is

convinced that the decision candidate satisfies his/her preference

based on this framing, we say that CPD has occurred ( r = yes ) 3 . In

our research, the user simulator models CPD for each of the 5 cam-

eras. This information is required to calculate reward described in

the following Section 4.2.1 . Specifically, GPF and CPD are used for

calculating naturalness and persuasive success, which are part of

the reward function. 

The user simulator is based on an order one Markov chain, and

Fig. 1 shows its dynamic Bayesian network. The user’s GPF G 

t+1 
user 

and CPD C t+1 
alt 

at turn t + 1 are calculated by the following proba-

bilities: 

P (G 

t+1 
user | D 

t , U e v al ) (1)

P (C t+1 
alt 

| C t alt , F t sys , G 

t 
sys , U e v al ) . (2)

D 

t represents a dialogue act of the speaker who is taking a turn

at t . If the user is taking a turn, then D 

t represents G 

t 
user . In addi-

tion, if the system is taking a turn, then D 

t represents { F t sys , G 

t 
sys } .

G 

t 
sys represents the system GPF at turn t , and F t sys represents the

system framing at t . These variables correspond to system actions,

and are explained in Section 4.2.2 . G 

t 
user represents the user’s GPF

at t , C t 
alt 

represents the CPD at t , and U e v al represents the user’s

original evaluation of the alternatives 4 . In our research, this is the

decision candidate that the user selected as a preferred decision

candidate at the beginning of the dialogue 5 . Note that a “turn”
3 Note that the persuader does not necessarily know if r = yes because the per- 

suader is not certain of the user’s preferred determinants. 
4 Values of these variables are set at the beginning of dialogue, and invariant over 

the dialogue. 
5 Preliminary experiments indicated that the user behaved differently depending 

on the original selection of the decision candidate, thus we introduce this variable 

to the user simulator. 

d

w

u

p

p

p

m

eans one segment of sentences corresponding to one GPF (except

or “ReleaseTurn”). More concretely, a row in Table 14 corresponds

o one turn. In order to perform mutual turn taking (i.e., the turn

elongs to either the user or system), the GPF of the user simula-

or is ignored in calculation of the simulator’s next decision during

he system’s turn. An example of an application of Eqs. (1 and 2 )

n simulated dialogue is shown in Table 4 We use the persuasive

ialogue corpus described in Section 3 for training the user simu-

ator, considering the customer in the corpus as the user and the

alesperson in the corpus as the system. 

We use logistic regression for learning Eqs. (1 and 2 ). As fea-

ures, we use a binary vector whose elements correspond to values

f G 

t 
user , C 

t 
alt 

, F t sys , G 

t 
sys , U e v al . We performed an experiment evalu-

ting the quality of the user simulator using leave-one-out cross

alidation. In this experiment, we evaluate the simulator in terms

f its GPF ( Eq. 1 ) and CPD ( Eq. 2 ) estimation accuracy. Note that,

oncerning CPD, we evaluate only CPD about camera B because

ther factors (such CPD about C) do not affect the actual reward

alculation. 6 The result (accuracy, precision, recall, F-measure, and

erplexity) 7 are described in Table 5 . These results are similar to

earned user simulators in other work ( Schatzmann et al., 2005 ),

e hypothesize that the quality of our simulator is acceptable to

se. 8 

.2. Dialogue modeling: learning cooperative persuasive policies 

Now that we have introduced the user model, we describe the

ystem’s dialogue management model. In particular, we describe

he reward, system action, and belief state, which are required for

einforcement learning. 

.2.1. Reward 

We define a reward function according to three factors: user

atisfaction, system persuasive success, and naturalness. As the co-

perative persuasive dialogue systems must perform dialogue to

chieve both the system and user goals, we define three elements

f the reward function as follows: 

Satisfaction (Sat) The user’s goal is represented by subjective

user satisfaction. The reason why we use satisfaction is that

the user’s goal is not necessarily clear for the system (and

system creator) in persuasive dialogue. For example, some
7 We use accuracy, precision, recall, and F-measure as evaluation criteria in or- 

er to follow Schatzmann et al. (2005) . However, generally there are situations in 

hich there are multiple GPFs that are equally appropriate, and accuracy is an eval- 

ation metric that considers a single GPF only. Therefore, we additionally consider 

erplexity as an evaluation metric in this evaluation. In perplexity, a distribution of 

ossible GPFs is considered. 
8 The task and experimental conditions (such domain of the dialogue system) in 

revious work is quite different from those of our work, and thus it is difficult to 

ake a precise comparison. 
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Table 4 

An example of an application of Equation (1) , (2) in simulated dialogue between the system and the user simulator (only the first 5 turns are shown). 

t Speaker F G Equation (1) , (2) 

(taking turn) 

1 System F 1 sys = Pos B G 1 sys = Inform P(G 2 user | F 1 sys , G 
1 
sys , U e v al = { CameraB } ) 

P(C 2 user | C 1 alt = { } , F 1 sys , G 
1 
sys , U e v al = { CameraB } ) 

2 System F 2 sys = Pos A G 2 sys = Inform P(G 3 user | F 2 sys , G 
2 
sys , U e v al = { CameraB } ) 

P(C 3 user | C 2 alt = { CameraB } , F 2 sys , G 
2 
sys , U e v al = { CameraB } ) 

3 System F 3 sys = Pos A G 3 sys = Inform P(G 4 user | F 3 sys , G 
3 
sys , U e v al = { CameraB } ) 

P(C 4 user | C 3 alt = { CameraB } , F 3 sys , G 
3 
sys , U e v al = { CameraB } ) 

System RTurn 

4 User G 4 user = Other P(G 5 user | G 4 user , U e v al = { CameraB } ) 
(simulator) P(C 5 user | C 4 alt = { CameraB } , U e v al = { CameraB } ) 

5 System G 5 sys = Question P(G 6 user | G 5 sys , U e v al = { CameraB } ) 
P(C 6 user | C 5 alt = { CameraB } , G 5 sys , U e v al = { CameraB } ) 

Table 5 

Quality of the user simulator. The row labeled with “GPF” shows the result of the classification problem for 6 classes (GPFs shown in Table 2 ). In addition, the row labeled 

with “CPD (about Camera B)” shows the result of the binary-classification problem. Scores in brackets are those of the baseline. We use simulators that always output 

majority class in training data as baseline in evaluating accuracy, precision, recall, and F-measure. In addition, we use the simulator that follows the distribution of classes 

in training data as a baseline in evaluating perplexity. “∗” means a significant improvement from the baseline ( ∗: p < 0.05, ∗∗: p < 0.01) according to the t-test. 

Accuracy Precision Recall F-measure Perplexity 

GPF 0.410 ∗∗ (0.370) 0.301 (0.14) 0.410 (0.374) 0.301 (0.204) 4.516 ∗∗ (4.815) 

CDP (about Camera B) 0.746 (0.690) 0.739 ∗ (0.488) 0.746 ∗ (0.698) 0.742 ∗ (0.574) 1.773 (1.873) 
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Table 6 

Features for calculating reward. These features are also used as the system belief 

state. 

Sat user Frequency of system commisives 

Frequency of system question 

PS sys Total time 

C alt (for all 6 cameras) 

U e v al (for all 6 cameras) 

N System and user current GPF 

System and user previous GPF 

System framing 
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9 Originally, there are more dialogue features for the predictive model. However 

as in previous research ( Hiraoka et al., 2014a ), we choose a subset dialogue features 

by step-wise feature selection ( Terrell and Mutlu, 2012 ). 
users may want the system to recommend appropriate al-

ternatives, while some users may want the system not to

recommend, but only give information upon the user’s re-

quest. As the goal is different for each user, we use abstract

satisfaction as a measure, and leave it to each user how to

evaluate achievement of the goal. 

Persuasive success (PS) The system goal is represented by per-

suasive success. Persuasive success represents whether the

persuadee finally chooses the persuasive target at the end

of the dialogue. Persuasive success takes the value success

when the customer decides to purchase the persuasive tar-

get at the end of dialogue, and failure otherwise. 

Naturalness (N) In addition, we use naturalness as one of the

rewards. This factor is known to enhance the learned policy

performance for real users ( Meguro et al., 2011 ). 

We define each of these variables formally as follows. Sat t user 
epresents a 5 level score of the user’s subjective satisfaction (1:

ot satisfied, 3: Neutral, 5: Satisfied) at turn t scaled into the range

etween 0 and 1. P S t sys represents persuasive success (1: success , 0:

ailure ) at turn t . N 

t represents bi-gram likelihood of the dialogue

etween system and user at turn t as follows: 

 t = P (F t sys , G 

t 
sys , G 

t 
user | F t−1 

sys , G 

t−1 
sys , G 

t−1 
user ) . (3) 

Next, it is necessary to combine these three factors into a single

eward function. The importance of each goal will vary depend-

ng on the use case of the system. For example, a selfish system

ould be rewarded with an emphasis on mostly achievement of

he system goal, and a cooperative system could be rewarded with

n equal emphasis on achievement of both of the goals. However,

n the current phase of our research, we have no evidence that

ne of these factors is more important than the other for coop-

rative persuasive dialogue, and thus would like to treat them as

qually important. Unfortunately, the scale (i.e. the standard devia-

ion) of each factor is different, and thus factors with a larger scale

re considered as relatively important, and other factors are con-

idered as relatively unimportant. For example, in our previous re-

earch ( Hiraoka et al., 2014b ), the scale of naturalness N is smaller

han other factors, and as a result is largely ignored in the learn-

ng. Thus, to ensure that all the factors have an equal influence, we

ormalize the factors with the z-score. 
These 4 normalized factors are then combined into a single re-

ard as follows: 

 

t = 

Sat t user − Sat t user 
Stddev (Sat user ) 

+ 

P S t sys − P S sys 

Stddev (P S sys ) 
+ 

N 

t − N 

Stddev (N) 
, (4) 

here variables with a bar represent the mean of variables with-

ut a bar, and the Stddev function represents standard deviation of

he argument. 

To evaluate these values automatically, Sat and PS are calculated

ith a predictive model constructed from the human persuasive

ialogue corpus described in Section 3 ( Hiraoka et al., 2014a ). In

onstructing these predictive models, the persuasion results (i.e.

ersuasive success and persuadee’s satisfaction) at the end of di-

logue are given as the supervisory signal, and the dialogue fea-

ures in Table 6 are given as the input. In the reward calculation,

he dialogue features used by the predictive model are calculated

y information generated from the dialogue of the user simulator

nd the system. Table 6 shows all features used for reward calcu-

ation at each turn 9 . 

Statistics (i.e. mean and standard deviation of each factor) are

alculated from simulated dialogue with the dialogue model pro-

osed in this section. Note that in this simulated dialogue, the sys-

em obeys a random policy (i.e. randomly selecting the next sys-

em action described in Section 4.2.2 ). We sampled the reward
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Table 7 

System framing. Pos represents positive framing and Neg represents negative fram- 

ing. A, B, C, D, E represent camera names. 

Pos A Pos B Pos C Pos D Pos E None 

Neg A Neg B Neg C Neg D Neg E 

Table 8 

System action. 

< None, ReleaseTurn > < None, CloseDialogue > 

< Pos A, Inform > < Pos A, Answer > 

< Neg A, Inform > < Pos B, Inform > 

< Pos B, Answer > < Pos E, Inform > 

< None, Inform > < None, Answer > 

< None, Question > < None, Commissive > 

< None, Directive > 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 2. Structure of our dialogue system. Rectangles represent information, and 

cylinders represent a system module. 
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factor for 60,0 0 0 turns of simulated dialogue (about 60 0 0 dia-

logues) to calculate the statistics of each factor. 

4.2.2. Action 

The system’s action 〈 F sys , G sys 〉 is a framing/GPF 〈 a , p 〉 10 pair.
These pairs represent the dialogue act of the salesperson, and are

required for reward calculation ( Section 4.2.1 ). There are 11 types

of framing ( Table 7 ), and 9 types of GPF which are expanded by

adding ReleaseTurn and CloseDialogue to the original GPF sets

( Table 2 ). The number of all possible GPF/framing pairs is 99, and

some pairs have not appeared in the original corpus. Therefore, we

reduce the number of actions by filtering. We construct a unigram

model of the salesperson’s dialogue acts P ( F sales , G sales ) from the

original corpus, then exclude pairs for which the likelihood is be-

low 0.005 11 . As a result, the 13 pairs shown in Table 8 remained 12 .

We use these pairs as the system actions. 

4.2.3. Belief state 

The current system belief state is represented by the features

used for reward calculation ( Table 6 ) and the reward calculated at

the previous turn. Namely, the features for the reward calculation

and calculated reward are also used as the next input of the system

policy. 

Note that the system cannot directly observe C alt , thus the sys-

tem estimates it through the dialogue by using the following prob-

ability. 

P ( ˆ C t+1 
alt 

| F t sys , G 

t 
sys , U e v al ) = 

∑ 

ˆ C t 
alt 

P ( ˆ C t+1 
alt 

| ˆ C t 
alt 

, F t sys , G 

t 
sys , U e v al ) P ( ˆ C t 

alt 
) . (5)

where ˆ C t+1 
alt 

represents the estimated CPD at t + 1 , and ˆ C t 
alt 

repre-

sents the estimated CPD at t . The other variables are the same as

those in Eq. (2) . 

In addition, the system also cannot directly observe G user , thus

the system estimates it through the dialogue by using the follow-

ing equation. 

P (G 

t+1 
user | H G t+1 

user 
) = 

∑ 

G t user 
P (H G t+1 

user 
| G 

t+1 
user ) P (G 

t+1 
user | G 

t 
user ) P (G 

t 
user ) ∑ 

G t+1 
user 

∑ 

G t user 
P (H G t+1 

user 
| G 

t+1 
user ) P (G 

t+1 
user | G 

t 
user ) P (G 

t 
user ) 

. 

(6)
10 Note that the r is not included in the framing of system action. We assume the 

system can not control r because the system is not certain of the user’s preferred 

determinants. 
11 We chose this threshold by trying values from 0.001 to 0.01 with incrementa- 

tion of 0.001. We select the threshold that resulted in the number of actions closest 

to previous work ( Georgila, 2013 ). 
12 Cameras C and D are not popular, and don’t appear frequently in the human 

persuasive dialogue corpus, and are therefore excluded in filtering. 
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G t+1 
user 

represents the NLU result (described in Section 5.1 ) at t .

ther variables are the same as those in Eq. (1) and Eq. (2) .

 (H 

G t+1 
user 

| G 

t+1 
user ) represents the confusion matrix. To construct the

onfusion matrix, in Section 5.1 , we perform an evaluation of NLU

nd use the confusion matrix from this evaluation for the estima-

ion of Eq. (6) . P (G 

t+1 
user | G 

t 
user ) is constructed with the persuasive di-

logue corpus described in Section 3.1 . 

The system uses these estimated distributions over the above

nformation (i.e., C alt and G user ) in order to determine its next ac-

ion. Note that other features, which are also described in Table 6 ,

re not estimated as a distribution. 

. Text-based cooperative persuasive dialogue system 

To evaluate the policy learned with the dialogue model de-

cribed in Section 4 , we construct a fully automated text-based

ooperative persuasive dialogue system. The structure of the sys-

em is shown in Fig. 2 . Especially, in this section, we describe the

onstruction of NLU ( Section 5.1 ) and NLG ( Section 5.2 ) modules

hat act as an interface between the policy module and the human

ser, and are necessary for fully automatic dialogue. 

.1. Natural language understanding 

The NLU module detects the GPF in the user’s text input u user 
sing a statistical classifier. In this paper, we use bagging, using

ecision trees as the weak classifier ( Breiman, 1996 ). We require

he NLU to 1) be simple and 2) output the estimated classes with

robability, and bagging with decision trees satisfies these require-

ents. The NLU uses many features (i.e. word frequency), and de-

ision trees can select a small number of effective features, mak-

ng a simple classifier. In addition, by using bagging, the confi-

ence probability, which is determined by the voting rate of de-

ision trees, can be attached to the classification result. We utilize

 Weka, 2009 ) for constructing the bagging classifier. 

As input to the classifier, we use features calculated from u user 
nd the history of system outputs ( u sys , 〈 G sys , F sys 〉 ). Features are
ainly categorized into 4 types: 

Uni: Unigram word frequency in the user’s input. 

Bi: Bigram word frequency in the user’s input. 

DAcl: The previous action of the system (i.e. GPF/framing pairs

〈 G sys , F sys 〉 ). 
Unicl: Unigram word frequency in the previous system utter-

ance. 

As we use Japanese as our target language, we perform mor-

hological analysis using Mecab ( Kudo et al., 2004 ), and use infor-

ation about the normal form of the word and part of speech to

dentify the word. 
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Table 9 

Distribution of the GPF labels in the training data. 

Other Question SetQuestion PropositionalQuestion Inform Answer Directive Commissive 

46 4 12 156 260 117 36 63 

Fig. 3. Accuracy of the NLU module. The vertical axis represents accuracy and the horizontal axis represents the NLU feature set. Chance rate is an NLU module that always 

outputs Inform. 

Table 10 

The confusion matrix. Each row represents the distribution of the true GPF label. Each column represents the distribution of the NLU classification result. 

Other Commissive PropQ Directive Answer Inform SetQ Question Classified as/True label 

43 0 0 0 0 3 0 0 Other 

6 31 2 4 0 20 0 0 Commssive 

0 1 112 3 0 40 0 0 PropQ 

2 2 6 13 0 13 0 0 Directive 

0 3 5 0 53 56 0 0 Answer 

1 12 4 4 9 230 0 0 Inform 

0 0 10 0 0 2 0 0 SetQ 

0 0 3 0 0 1 0 0 Question 
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As the NLU result H G user , 8 types of GPF are output with mem-

ership probabilities. We use 694 customer utterances in the cam-

ra sales corpus ( Section 3 ) as training data. In this training data,

 types of GPF labels are distributed as shown in Table 9 . 

We evaluate the performance of the NLU module using the fea-

ures shown above. We prepare 4 patterns of feature sets (Uni,

ni+DAcl, Uni+CAcl+Unicl and Uni+CAcl+Bi), and evaluate the NLU

odule with respect to recognition accuracy of GPF labels in the

ustomer’s utterances. The evaluation is performed based on 15-

old cross-validation with 694 customer utterances. 

From the experimental result ( Fig. 3 ), we can see that NLU with

ni+CAcl+Bi achieves the highest accuracy, and thus we decided

o use Uni+CAcl+Bi for NLU of the dialogue system in Section 6 .

ocusing on the details of the misclassified GPFs, we show the

onfusion matrix for classification results of the NLU module with

ni+CAcl+Bi in Table 10 . From this matrix, we can see that An-

wer is misclassified to Inform, and that SetQ and Question are

isclassified into PropositionalQ. This result indicates that this

odule has difficulty in distinguishing dialogue acts in a hyper-

ym/hyponym or sibling relationship. 

.2. Natural language generation 

Our natural language generation module produces a system ut-

erance utilizing surface information of the previous system utter-

nce or user utterance. Note that our dialogue model Section 4)

nd natural language understanding module (Section 5.1) consider

he illocutionary force aspect of utterances (such as “Inform”, “An-

wer”, and “Question” in GPF), but do not consider semantic con-

ent (such as topics of “Question” in GPF, and attibutes of camera

n framing) explicitly. Instead, in the natural language generation

odule (Section 5.2), the system utterances are generated consid-

ring approximated ’ semantic content (of both user and system ut-
erance) in order to achieve semantically coherent dialogue. Specif-

cally, it utilizes n-gram and other surface features of speakers ut-

erances in order to approximate semantic content. 

The NLG module outputs a system response u sys based on the

ser’s input u user , the system’s previous utterance u 
′ 
sys and the sys-

em action 〈 G sys , F sys 〉 . Though the dialogue assumed in this pa-

er is focusing on a restricted situation, it is still not trivial to cre-

te system responses for various inputs. In order to avoid the large

mount of engineering required for template-based NLG and allow

or rapid prototyping, we decide to use the framework of example-

ased dialogue management ( Lee et al., 2009 ). 

We construct an example database D = { d 1 , d 2 , . . . , d M 

} with M

tterances by modifying the human persuasive dialogue corpus of

ection 3 . In the example database, the i th datum d i = 〈 s, u, g, f, p〉
onsists of the speaker s , utterance u , GPF g , framing flag f , and

revious datum p . In modifying the human persuasive dialogue

orpus, we manually make the following corrections: 

• Deletion of redundant words and sentences (e.g. fillers and re-

statements). 
• Insertion of omitted words (e.g. subjects or objects) and sen-

tences. 

Our example database consists of 2022 utterances (695 system

tterances and 1327 user example utterances). An example of the

atabase is shown in Table 11 . 

The NLG module determines the system response u sys from D ,

onsidering u user , u 
′ 
sys , and 〈 G sys , F sys 〉 . More concretely, our NLG

odule performs the following procedure: 

1. We define the response candidate set R , which is a subset of

D , according to whether u user is null ∅ or not. If u user 	 = ∅ (i.e.,

the user spoke to the system most recently), then we define R

as the set of utterances r for which the previous utterance is
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Table 11 

Part of the example database. The sentences surrounded by <> are inserted in cor- 

rection. 

Speaker Utterance GPF Framing 

Sys. What was the good point of camera A? 

(A .���.�/�������� ?) Question 

User Well, I like its shape, like a Monolith. 

(  ��!7/.89:;-��2 � �2 � � � 

$��� ) 

Answer 

Sys. The < main > difference between camera A 

< and other cameras > is the sensor. 

(A .���< � �.���. � ,2 > � �"<1

=�� ) 

It is said that sensors are essential for a digital 

camera. 

( >?@A���"<1=�� � ��B���� 

� ) 

The sensor of camera A is the same as that as 

a single-lens cameras. 

(A .���.<1=�" �� � �3<1=�%

���+��!7) 

Inform Pos A 

Sys. In addition, the size of A is similar to other 

cameras. 

( 2C4A .���. � ,&" �.���� �� 

�7) 

Inform 

User That’s great. 

(  �"����! ) Inform 
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14 We also optimized the policy in the case where the reward (Equation (4) ) is 

given only when dialogue is closed. However, the learning did not converge well, 

and thus we use the reward (Equation (4) ) instead. The use of rewards that are 
a user utterance ( r.p.s = User) and annotated with the GPF es-

timated by NLU ( r.p.g = arg max 
G user 

H G user ). Conversely, if u user = ∅

(i.e., the system spoke to the user most recently, and is con-

tinuing speaking), then we define R so r.p.s = Sys, r.p.g = G 

′ 
sys ,

and r.p. f = F 
′ 
sys , where G 

′ 
sys represents GPF and F 

′ 
sys represents

framing in the previous system action. 13 

2. Response candidates R are scored based on the following simi-

larity score 

cos (r.p.u, u input ) = 

words (r.p.u ) · words (u input ) 

| words (r.p.u ) | · | words (u input ) | (7)

u input = 

{
u 

′ 
sys (u user = ∅ ) 

u user (u user 	 = ∅ ) . 

The cosine similarity cos between the previous utterance of the

response sentence candidate r . p . u ( r ∈ R ) and input sentence

u input is used for the scoring. u input is set as u 
′ 
sys or u user depend-

ing on u user . The words function returns the frequency vector of

the content words (i.e. nouns, verbs, and adjectives) weighted

according to tf-idf. 

3. The r ∗. u that has the highest score is selected as the output of
the NLG module u sys 

r ∗ = arg max 
r∈ R 

cos (r.p.u, u input ) (8)

u sys = r ∗.u. (9)

Note that the language generation is used for generating the

actual system utterance corresponding to system action 〈 F sys , G sys 〉 ,
and that the decision whether a system should speak more or wait

is determined by the system policy described in Section 4.2 . If the

system selects “< None, ReleaseTurn > ” in Table 8 , the correspond-

ing system utterance “How about it? ( � � � 
 D� � ?)” is gen-

erated as the system utterance, and then the system waits for the

user response. Otherwise the system keeps speaking. 
13 In this paper, we use “.” for representing the membership relation between 

variables. For example, Var 1. Var 2 means that Var 2 is a member variable of Var 1. 

g

i

N

d

. Experimental evaluation 

In this section, we describe the evaluation of the proposed

ethod for learning cooperative persuasive dialogue policies. Espe-

ially, we focus on examining how the learned policy with framing

s effective for persuasive dialogue. The evaluation is done both us-

ng a user simulator ( Section 6.1 ) and real users ( Section 6.2 ). 

.1. Policy learning and evaluation using the user simulator 

In this section, we perform two types of evaluation. At first, we

valuate the effectiveness of framing and learning policies with the

ser simulator ( Section 6.1.1 ). We also perform an evaluation of

ow NLU performance affects the learning of the dialogue policy

 Section 6.1.2 ). 

.1.1. Evaluation for the learned policy and framing 

For evaluating the effectiveness of framing and learning the pol-

cy through the user simulator, we prepare the following 3 policies.

Random: A baseline where the action is randomly output from

all possible actions. 

NoFraming: A baseline where the action is output based on the

policy which is learned using only GPFs. For constructing the

actions, we remove actions whose framing is not None from

the actions described in Section 4.2.2 . The policy is a greedy

policy, and selects the action with the highest Q-value. 

Framing: The proposed method where the action is output

based on the policy learned with all actions described in

Section 4.2.2 including framing. The policy is also a greedy

policy. 

For learning the policy, we use Neural fitted Q Iteration

 Section 2 ) using the Pybrain library ( Schaul et al., 2010 ). We set

he discount factor γ to 0.9, and the number of nodes in the hid-

en layer of the neural network for approximating the Q-function

o the sum of number of belief states and actions (i.e. Framing:

3, NoFraming: 47). The policy in learning is the ε-greedy policy
 ε = 0 . 3 ). These conditions follow the default Pybrain settings. We

onsider 20 0 0 dialogues as one epoch, and update the parameters

f the neural network at each epoch. Learning is finished when

umber of epochs reaches 20 (40 0 0 0 dialogues), and the policy

ith the highest average reward is used for evaluation. 

We evaluate the system on the basis of average reward per dia-

ogue with the user simulator. For calculating average reward, 10 0 0

ialogues are performed with each policy 14 . 

Experimental results ( Fig. 4 ) indicate that 1) performance is

reatly improved by learning and 2) framing is somewhat effec-

ive for the user simulator. Learned policies (Framing, NoFraming)

et a higher reward than Random. Particularly, both of the learned

olicies achieve better user satisfaction and naturalness than Ran-

om. In addition, reward of Framing is higher than NoFraming,

pecifically because framing is effective for persuasive success. On

he other hand, user satisfaction of Framing is lower than that of

oFraming, indicating that there is some tradeoff between user

atisfaction and other factors. 

.1.2. Evaluation of the effect of NLU performance 

To elucidate how the performance of NLU affects the learning of

he policy, we prepare 4 Framing policies with different NLU error
iven incrementally, like Equation (4) , to improve learning speed and convergence 

s called “Reward shaping” in reinforcement learning literature (see Asri et al., 2013; 

g et al., 1999 for the detail). The convergence of the learning in each reward con- 

ition is shown in Figs. 9 in the appendix. 
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Fig. 4. Average value of reward (on z-scaled scale described in Section 4.2.1 ) for 

dialogue with the simulator. Error bars represents 95% confidence intervals. Rew 

represents the reward, Sat represents the user satisfaction, PS represents persuasive 

success, and Nat represents naturalness. 

Fig. 5. Average reward for dialogue with the user simulator. Error bars represents 

95% confidence intervals. 

Fig. 6. Average entropy of the GPF distribution. Error bars represents 95% confi- 

dence intervals. 
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15 Note that scores in Fig. 7 are normalized into z-score (see Equation (4) in 

Section 4.2.1 ). The mean of user satisfaction in the original scale is 3.18 (close to 

“Neutral”), and thus the value zero in user satisfaction in Fig. 7 is equal to 3.18 in 

the original scale. 
ates ( Err0% , Err25% , Err50% , Err75% ). These policies are basically

he same as the Framing policy in the previous section. However,

utputs of the NLU module in these policies contains errors based

n a confusion matrix with an overall error rate corresponding to

heir name (e.g the NLU error rate in Err25% is 25%). These confu-

ion matrices are randomly created at the beginning of each dia-

ogue. We use Neural fitted Q Iteration, whose learning parameters

i.e γ and ε), and number of epochs and dialogues are the same

s the previous section. 

We evaluate the system on the basis of average reward per dia-

ogue with the user simulator. For calculating average reward, 10 0 0

ialogues are performed with 20 learned policies at each error

evel. In addition, we investigate the informativeness of the esti-

ated GPF distribution by calculating entropy (i.e Eq. (6) ). 

Experimental results ( Figs. 5 , 6 ) indicate that average rewards

each the minimum value with the policy where the estimated GPF

eaches the highest average entropy. Focusing on the average re-

ard of each system ( Fig. 5 ), the average reward of Err75% is small-

st of policies, and the average reward gradually decreases as the

rror rate of policies approaches 75%. In addition, focusing on the
verage entropy ( Fig. 6 ), the average entropy of the estimated GPF

eaches the highest value at Err75%, and its value gradually de-

reases as the system error rates decrease from Err75%. These re-

ults indicate that there is a correlation between the performance

f NLU and overall evaluation (reward) of the system in our per-

uasive dialogue model. Note that, in experimental evaluations in

ther sections, we use NLU constructed in the Section 5.1 . This NLU

rror rate is about 30%, and we can expect that the average reward

f this system will be close to that of Err25%. 

.2. Complete system evaluation with real users 

To test whether the gains shown on the user simulator will

arry over to an actual dialogue system, we perform an experiment

ith real human users. In this section, we describe the results of

ur user study evaluating fully automated cooperative persuasive

ialogue systems. The system follows the structure proposed in

ection 5 . The purpose of this is experimental comparison of poli-

ies learnt over simulated dialogue ( Section 6.1.1 ) and an actual

uman policy. We hypothesize that Framing in Section 6.1.1 is the

est policy among the learnt policies, and comparable to Human

n terms of rewards defined by Eq. (4) . 

For evaluation, in addition to the policies described in

ection 6.1.1 , we add the following policy. 

Human An oracle where the action is output based on human

selection. In this research, the first author (who has no for-

mal sales experience, but experience of about 1 year in anal-

ysis of camera sales dialogue) selects the action. 

We evaluate policies on the basis of average reward and cor-

ect response rate of dialogues with real users. The definition of

he reward is described in Section 4.2.1 . In addition, the correct

esponse rate is the ratio of correct system responses to all sys-

em responses. In the experiment, the dialogue system proposed in

ection 5 plays the salesperson, and the user plays the customer.

t the end of the dialogue, to calculate the reward, the user an-

wers the following questionnaire: 

Satisfaction: The user’s subjective satisfaction defined as a 5

level score of customer satisfaction (1: Not satisfied, 3: Neu-

tral, 5: Satisfied). 

Final decision: The camera that the user finally wants to buy. 

In addition, to calculate the correct response rate, we have

he user annotate information regarding whether each system re-

ponse is correct or not. When we instructed each user about the

nnotation, we simply ask them to “Mark system responses that

eem incorrect to you ( �2�#��� , � 
52�E;FG. � � #

 %H �� 5$ &� .)”. An example of correct/incorrect system re-

ponses is shown in Table 12 . 13 users perform one dialogue with

he system obeying each policy (a total of 4 dialogues per users). 

Experimental results for the reward are shown in Fig. 7 . These

esults indicate that learning a policy with framing is effective in

he text-based cooperative dialogue system 

15 . We can see that the

eward of Framing is higher than that of NoFraming and Random,

nd not statistically different from Human. The naturalness of Hu-

an is less than that of Framing. One of the reasons for this is

hat naturalness is automatically evaluated by Equation (3) , and

raming is learnt considering this objective naturalness because it

s included in the reward (i.e., equation (4) ). In contrast to Framing,
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Table 12 

Part of a dialogue between Framing and an evaluator (translated from Japanese). Note that user’s GPF is estimated. In this example, the user prefers camera E at the beginning 

of the dialogue. The system utterance with bold font was regarded as an incorrect response by the user. 

Speaker Transcription Fra GPF 

System Shutter-speed of camera A is faster than that of camera B. 

Have you ever taken a picture and had it turn out different from what you want? 

For example, when you take a picture of a face, and the face in the picture looks quite different. 

If the shutter-speed is high, the camera can capture the object in a moment. Pos A Inform 

System The main difference between camera A and other cameras is the sensor. 

It is said that sensors are essential for a digital camera. 

The sensor of camera A is the same as that of a single-lens cameras. Pos A Inform 

System In addition, the size of A is similar to other cameras. None Inform 

System (Camera A is) able to achieve performance of comparable single-lens cameras 

and can fit in your pocket, this is a point. Pos A Inform 

System Camera A is most popular in Kakaku.com now. Pos A Inform 

System Camera E is lightweight. Pos E Inform 

System But, camera A is very popular now. Pos A Inform 

System The resolution of (Camera) A is 2090 million pixels, and zoom is 3.6 times. 

(Camera) A uses a very big lens, and processes the picture faster and with high resolution. Pos A Inform 

System How about it? None RTurn 

User Is (camera) A more heavy than (camera) E? None PropQ 

System Which pictures do you want to take? Far or near? None PropQ 

System Considering the long term usage, you might care about picture quality. 

Camera A will satisfy such your need. 

There are basically no cameras similar in performance to camera A. Pos A Inform 

System I hope that, at first, you look up all of the cameras, and then decide which camera you want. 

But, Camera A is definitely most popular. Pos A Inform 

System How about it? None RTurn 

User Which one is more reasonably priced? A or B? None PropQ 

System If you buy the cheap camera at first and re-buy new one, the total price is expensive. Right? None Question 

System The general price of a single-lens is about 100 or 200 thousand yen. 

Considering these prices, camera A is a good choice. Pos A Inform 

System How about it? None RTurn 

User (Camera) A seems to be good. None Inform 

〈 Dialogue is closed by the user 〉 

Fig. 7. Average value of reward (on z-scaled scale described in Section 4.2.1 ) for 

dialogue with real users. Error bars represent 95% confidence intervals. Rew rep- 

resents the reward, Sat represents the user satisfaction, PS represents persuasive 

success, and Nat represents naturalness. 

Fig. 8. Correct response rate of the system utterances. 
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Human does not carefully focus on increasing this objective natu-

ralness given by Equation (3) , resulting in it scoring lower objec-

tive naturalness than Framing. Experimental results for the correct

response rate ( Fig. 8 ) indicate that our cooperative persuasive dia-
ogue system somewhat correctly responds to the user’s input. The

cores of all policies are higher than 70%, and the score of Framing

s about 77%. In addition, even the Random policy achieves a score

f about 70%. One of the reasons for this is that NLG method used

y our system ( Section 5.2 ) is based on examples, and thus is able

o return natural responses that will only be judged as incorrect if

hey do not match the context. 

We can see that some features in human persuasive dialogue

ppear in the dialogue between users and the system obeying

he Framing policy. An example of a typical dialogue of Framing

s shown in Table 12 (original Japanese transcription is shown in

able 13 ). The first feature is that most of the framing that the

ystem performs in the dialogue is positive framing for camera A.

ven when the user asks about other topics (e.g. camera B ∼E and

eterminants) which are not camera A, the system tries to per-

orm framing for camera A. This feature commonly appeared in

he human persuasive dialogue. The second feature is that the sys-

em checks or asks about user’s profile and their thoughts before

erforming framing. This feature is often found in human dialogue

hen the user satisfaction is high. In contrast to these features,

here are some feature which do not appear in human dialogue.

ne of the features is that the system talks much more than the

ser. In the dialogue, most of the dialogue is occupied with system

ialogue, and the number of user utterances is very small (on av-

rage of about 3 or 4 utterance). One of the reasons for this is that

he reward for the system is determined according to estimated re-

ards on a human corpus, which use the features in Table 6 . It can

e noted from this table that there is no feature other than total

ime preventing the system from being overly verbose, largely due

o the fact that none of the human persuaders used in the training

ata showed this kind of behavior. This indicates that we might

otentially get further improvements in the system by using data

ot only from human-human interactions, but also from human-

omputer interactions in the calculation of the reward function. 
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Considering the evaluation result of Section 6.1.1 , we can see

hat trend of reward and its factors differs somewhat between the

ser simulator and the real users. While the naturalness and re-

ard of Framing are identical in Figs. 4 and 7 , the systems are

iven excessively high Sat in simulation. In addition, systems are

iven underestimated PS in simulation. One of the reasons for this

s that the property of dialogue features for the predictive model

or reward differs from previous research ( Hiraoka et al., 2014a ).

n this paper, dialogue features for the predictive model are calcu-

ated at each turn. In addition, persuasive success and user satis-

action are successively calculated at each turn. In contrast, in pre-

ious research, the predictive model was constructed with dialogue

eatures calculated at end of the dialogue. Therefore, it is not guar-

nteed that the predictive model estimates appropriate persuasive

uccess and user satisfaction at each turn 16 . Another reason is that

he simulator is not sufficiently accurate to use for reflecting real

ser’s behavior. Compared to other works ( Meguro et al., 2010;

isu et al., 2012 ), we are using a relatively small sized corpus for

raining the user simulator. Therefore, improving the user simula-

or is an important challenge for future work. 

In this Section (and the previous section), we performed eval-

ation of each policy, where we compare NoFraming and Framing

o elucidate the effect of framing. In the current set of these eval-

ations, Framing has two advantages over NoFraming: first, it has

n awareness of the framing feature of actions, and second, it has

ore actions to choose from. It is possible that some of the gain

bserved is from the fact that the framing actions are better, inde-

endent of the framing feature. Detailed evaluation of the effect of

se of framing is a potential avenue for future work. 

. Related work 

There are a number of related works that apply reinforcement

earning to persuasion and negotiation dialogue. ( Georgila and

raum, 2011 ) apply reinforcement learning to negotiation dialogue

sing user simulators divided into three types representing indi-

idualist, collectivist, and altruist. Dialogue between a florist and

 grocer is used as an example of negotiation dialogue. In addi-

ion, Georgila (2013) also applies reinforcement learning to two-

ssue negotiation dialogue where participants have a party, and

ecide both the date and food type. A handcrafted user simulator

s used for learning the policy of each participant. Heeman, 2009 )

odels negotiation dialogue, assuming a furniture layout task, and

aruchuri et al. (2009) model negotiation dialogue, assuming the

ialogue between a seller and buyer. 

Our research differs from these in three major ways. The first

s that we use framing, positive or negative statements about the

articular item, which is known to be important for persuasion

 Irwin et al., 2013 ). By considering framing, the system has the po-

ential to be more persuasive. While there is one previous exam-

le of persuasive dialogue using framing ( Mazzotta et al., 2007 ),

his system does not use an automatically learned policy, relying

n handcrafted rules. In contrast, in our research, we apply rein-

orcement learning to learn the system policy automatically. 

In addition, in these previous works, rewards and belief states

re defined with heuristics. In contrast, in our research, reward is

efined on the basis of knowledge of human persuasive dialogue.

n particular, we calculate the reward and belief state using the

redictive model of Hiraoka et al. (2014a ) for estimating persua-

ive success and user satisfaction using dialogue features. In the

eal world, it is unclear what factors are important for achieving
16 However, the learning of the policy converges better than in the condition 

here the reward is given only at the end of dialogue ( Figs. 9 ). Therefore, we be- 

ieve giving reward at each turn is an effective way to ensure the policy is learned 

obustly. 

 

N  

I  

J

he dialogue goal in many persuasive situations. By considering

hese predictions as knowledge of human persuasion, the system

an identify the important factors in human persuasion and can

rack the achievement of the goal based on these. 

Finally, these works do not evaluate the learned policy, or eval-

ate only in simulation. In contrast, we evaluate the learned policy

ith real users. 

. Conclusion 

In this paper, we applied reinforcement learning for learning

ooperative persuasive dialogue system policies using framing, and

valuated the learned policies with a fully automated dialogue sys-

em. In order to apply reinforcement learning, a user simulator

nd reward function were constructed based on a human persua-

ive dialogue corpus. Then, we implemented a fully automatic dia-

ogue system for evaluating the learned policies. We evaluated the

earned policy and effect of framing using the constructed dialogue

ystem, a user simulator and real users. Experimental evaluation

ndicates that applying reinforcement learning is effective for con-

truction of cooperative persuasive dialogue systems that use fram-

ng. 

In the future, we plan to evaluate the system policies in more

ealistic situations, that move beyond role-playing to real sales sit-

ations over more broad domains. In this research, corpus col-

ection and evaluation are performed in a role-playing situation.

herefore, we plan to evaluate the system policies in a real sales

cenario such as in a store with actual customers. 

Further, we plan to collect additional corpora in several do-

ains and conditions allowing us to broaden the domains to which

he proposed method can be applied. Perhaps the most important

venue of future work is improving our current dialogue model

especially, framing in the system action) to be more general and

ortable. In our current dialogue model, the system can not per-

uade the user to make decisions (e.g, purchase a camera) that

id not appear in the training data. One way for dealing with

his problem is considering features of decision candidates (e.g.,

rice of camera) instead of the decision candidate itself in system

raming. To do so, we plan to consider an argumentation frame-

ork that uses features of decision candidate ( Bench-Capon, 2003;

arenini and Moore, 2006 ) into the current framing framework. 

We also plan to consider multimodal information ( Nouri et al.,

013 ) for estimating persuasive success and user satisfaction. We

lan on collecting a multimodal corpus that includes such non-

erbal information, and expand our dialogue model to consider

his information. 

In addition, there is an open problem about the best method

o measure for achievement of the user’s goal. In this paper, we

se users’ (persuadees’) subjective satisfaction (i.e., how much the

sers were satisfied with the systems (persuaders)) to quantify

chievement of user goal (following previous work Walker et al.,

997 ), but there are many other alternatives. One alternative is di-

ectly evaluating user goal satisfaction (i.e., whether the user could

urchase a camera he/she likes or not). This “user goal satisfaction”

as the potential to measure achievement of the user’s goal more

ccurately in our task. However determining which measurement

s the best for practical use is difficult, and still an open problem. 
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Appendix 
Table 13 

Original Japanese transcription of Table 12 . 

Speaker Transcription 

System A .���"4B .�����4EI)@�.;J�K� ��

��L4/. � %���.#4� . � � ���+������2

�
4EI)@�;J�K� ��.��L4����&M# �

System A .���� �.���. � ,2 � �"<1=��7

>?@A���"<1=�� � ��B�����7

A .���.<1=�" �� � �3<1=�%���+��!

System 2C4A .���. � ,&" �.���� ���7

System A .���"'()*# � +� ,& �� � -. � �%����

System A .���" �� NG����� ��. � � � 

System E .���" ����7

System 
�
4A .���� ��� �������7

System A " � � � � 2 � 90 �� � O�G� 3.6 ��7
A .���" � � # � ,2<1=�%�����.4� P�#

System ���
D�� ? 

User A " E �������� ? 
System � ��/Q� ��"4��R%�5 ����� ? 

System � � �4�3���%����+�4���� �2���� � 


A .���" ���/�� ���2�� ����7

A .���. � �� �+�.���"42�2�2��7

System ��4� S� 
���$��4� T���C�� ������

A .����4�� ��2��!7

System ���
D�� ? 
User A � E �R�� ���� ? 

System �T��������4�� �� �
��4 . �C �����

System �� UV"4 10 � 20 ��4�� �7

/. �� %��+�4A .���"4�5���W�7
System ���
D�� ? 

User A ���� ����7

〈 Dialogue is closed by the user 〉 

Table 14 

The summary of one dialogue in the corpus (translated from Japanese) 

Speaker Transcription 

Customer Hello. 
Customer I’m looking for a camera for traveling. Do

Salesperson What kind of pictures do you want to ta
Customer Well, I’m the member of a tennis club, 

and want to take a picture of landscapes
salesperson O.K. You want a camera which can take 

Salesperson Well, have you used a camera before? 

Customer I have used a digital camera. But the cam
Salesperson I see. I see. Camera A is a high resolution

A has extremely good resolution compar
Although this camera does not have a st

its sensor is is almost the same as a sing
Customer I see. 

Salesperson For a single lens camera, 
buying only the lens can cost 100 thousa

Compared to this, this camera is a barga

Customer Ah, I see. 
Customer But, it’s a little expensive. right? 

Customer Well, I think, camera B is good at price. 
Salesperson Hahaha, yes, camera B is reasonably pric

Salesperson But its performance is low compared wit
Customer If I use the two cameras will I be able to

Salesperson Once you compare the pictures taken by

you will understand the difference imme
The picture itself is very high quality. 

But, camera B and E are lower resolution
and the picture is a little bit lower quali

Customer Is there also difference in normal size pi
Salesperson Yes, whether the picture is small or large

Customer Considering A has single-lens level perfo

Salesperson I think so too. 
Salesperson The general price of a single-lens is abou

Considering these prices, camera A is a g
Customer Certainly, I’m interested in this camera. 

Salesperson Considering its performance, it is a barga
Customer I think I’ll go home, compare the picture

Salesperson I see. Thank you. 
Fra GPF 

�7

4� �7

+/��4�� ��7 Pos A Inform 

7 Pos A Inform 

None Inform 

��7 Pos A Inform 

Pos A Inform 

Pos E Inform 

Pos A Inform 

 � �%�5 ���� ��7 Pos A Inform 

None RTurn 

None PropQ 
None PropQ 

52��5+� ����7

Pos A Inform 

4

Pos A Inform 

None RTurn 
None PropQ 

���! ? None Question 

Pos A Inform 

None RTurn 

None Inform 

GPF Tag 

Inform 

 you have any recommendations? PropQ 

ke? SetQ 

 or tennis. Answer 
both far and near. Don’t you? PropQ 

PropQ 

era was cheap and low resolution. Answer 
 camera. 

ed with other cameras. 
rong zoom, 

le-lens camera. Inform 

Inform 

nd yen. 

in. Inform 

Inform 

PropQ 

Inform 

ed. Answer 

h camera A. Inform 

 tell the difference? PropQ 

 these cameras, 

diately. 

, 
ty. Answer 

ctures? PropQ 
, there is a difference Answer 

rmance, it is surely reasonable. Inform 

Inform 

t 100 or 200 thousand yen. 

ood choice. Inform 

Inform 

in. Inform 

s, and think a little more. Commisive 

Directive 
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Table 15 

Original Japanese transcription of Table 14 . 

Speaker Transcription GPF Tag 

Customer �4���4/�#R" Inform 

Customer �� � # �����%RD�� �
# � �����4��������������! PropQ 

Salesperson 	 #������.%����� SetQ 

Customer ���� ��=�XAFY;%P���
� 

 . � # .�P�Z���� ���,. �� . ��$���FY;%P��+�,. 

����%�Q��2� ���+���� Answer 

Salesperson �����/Q���+
4� ��/Q���+���� �3��! PropQ 

Salesperson ���� ��2�� ���+������� PropQ 

Customer ��" ��>?����%������� 

RD�� �T.���%����2��������5 ��2�2�� .�2��M�� � ,������4

�� ���52�2� ���RD����.%��2� ����� ���RD�� � ����� Answer 

Salesperson 2+	�2+	� ��! 

������ � ���[�RD�� � &
������� 

/.���A ��.��+����! , /R�. ��� � � � ��2��T. � �#2��C���7

�� �.�.# �����RD���� �%����. � � � � �T2. , 

��.�$ � ��/Q��������RD���� �� ��# �
�" � � ����+�����

U1O. � �� �� ��&��+��<1=�/��!RD�� � �.�. ����
�4

�����!/.���# �
�"�. �� UV� �3��2 � ��7 Inform 

Customer � �2��� Inform 

Salesperson "��.��RD�� �� UV�� � 5�! , 

P�Z�U1O$���� 10 �\���+����/� �]�0��?��+� �������, 

 .U1O%��/� ����4��/. � � �� "���2��� � ��#" �T# � �&���+. , 

 .U1O��� �� 
� ��\����L/.����� �# ���2����/Q�����! Inform 

Customer �� �2��!7 Inform 

Customer �RD�� ����! PropQ 

Customer ����L�. B ���������.���/� � ��#"��.�2� �������� Inform 

Salesperson """" ��! � ��#! B �������# �
�"RD�� �T. � �#2�������! Answer 

Salesperson �.������A # ����� ��!P�Z�RD�� � �. ��� R+. Inform 

Customer ����/�2 �����." ���� �3+����! PropQ 

Salesperson  ��! ��!/. ����. ��2�����4

�.^�G_�?. ����� � &��+���� , ����� ����%! � S����-��� , 

P"�� � � . � ���]�.�P�Z��� ��,���4�2�� �� "��5,��# ����! . 

P�Z�/.���B �� E #2��5+�! � � � � � R+. , 

��
�����A # ��+�P�Z�RD�� �����RD�� � ��2�����/Q����� Answer 

Customer ��/. � � � . �����." � �# �� �2=0O. ��#
��,�, 

��/� �����." ����+���! PropQ 

Salesperson �"P�Z����! . 

R�R`T. ����� ,5 �, � L
� � �����.%, 

�����$������# ���� Answer 

Customer ��# �� UV. ����+�� ��+� ���! Inform 

Salesperson  �2���! Inform 

Salesperson P�Z��� UV��]��! 10 � 20 ���]�.��� �� 2. , 

 �%! ��"+�P�Z�/�"/���/�C��T���/�! Inform 

Customer ��# �
���������.��� ��+� Inform 

Salesperson � �. � #"	��C � ��#"C � �2.4�������$���	�� �"2����$� ����� Inform 

Customer �# � �� ���� ������
�-��� ����
�-��� ���� Commisive 

Salesperson �B���
� . "����������� Directive 

Table 16 

Average number of turns of each policies in dialogue with simulators ( Section 6.1.1 ), and with real users 

( Section 6.2 ). Note that, in the simulator case, dialogue is closed if the total number of turns reaches 50. 

Random NoFraming Framing Human 

Average number of turns in dialogue with simulators 8.2 50.0 50.0 

Average number of turns in dialogue with real users 5.2 38.8 27.3 18.8 

Fig. 9. Number of epochs (i.e. number of parameter updates) v.s. average reward of 20 learnt policies. Policies in (a) are the case where the reward (Equation (4) ) is given 

only when dialogue is closed, and policies in (b) are the case where the reward is given at every turn. Error bars represents 95% confidence intervals. 
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